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Much of Allen's life is encompassed by Smooth Jazz. Whether it's hanging out with personal friends like 
Kenny G, Dave Koz, Paul Hardcastle, Norman Brown, his JAZZMATICS band leader Terry Wollman or 
playing music on his radio shows; Allen seems to always be promoting smooth jazz music. In addition to 
creating the Smooth Jazz Radio Network® and the Smooth Jazz Top 20® Countdown, Allen has consulted  
over 100 Smooth Jazz radio stations.

A native of Kansas City, Kansas, Allen studied radio, television and film at the University of Kansas. His first 
professional stint in radio came in 1985 with San Diego’s KIFM. Two years later Kepler moved from sunny 
Southern California to Chicago’s WNUA, where he worked on air, in programming, and served as Marketing 
Director before moving to Princeton to join Broadcast Architecture in the winter of 1990. 

By 1990, Kepler had earned a national reputation for his knowledge of Smooth Jazz, a name he helped 
coin.  In 1992,  Kepler founded BA's now legendary smooth jazz consulting arm and the Smooth Jazz 
Network®. Kepler has personally consulted over 100 smooth jazz radio stations and has positioned the 
company at the forefront of the world of radio research and consulting.  Billboard Magazine writer Ken 
Tucker described Kepler as "more than a consultant… he’s an evangelist for the smooth jazz format".    

In 2009, Kepler became president/ owner of Broadcast Architecture.  Allen and his wife JoAnn recently 
launched SJN Concerts, promoting live music in southern California and even their own band, The 
JAZZMATICS: All-Star musicians playing the best in contemporary jazz and R&B.

Kepler, who lives in Los Angeles with his wife JoAnn and their four children, is a member of the National 
Academy of Recording Arts & Sciences. He also serves on the Executive board for the Fender Music Foun-
dation, promoting the importance of music through education and media initiatives and providing financial 
and in-kind resources to public schools and other non-profit organizations to make music programs available 
in the communities they serve. “My parents couldn’t afford private music lessons for me. Playing music in 
school gave me confidence and introduced me to other things like public speaking, drama, student govern-
ment and debate. Music scholarships got me into college, which led to my career in radio. Music education 
was my catalyst, I don't know what direction my life might have gone without it”.
 
You can hear Allen weekday afternoons on the Smooth Jazz Network® and the Smooth AC™ Network and 
weekends on “Smooth Weekend” and ‘The Smooth Jazz Top 20 Countdown” shows.
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